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DIRECTOR’S LETTER
Dear Delegates,
Welcome to the Arctic Council! My name is Kelsey Clarke, and I’ll be your chair for this
committee. I’m currently a sophomore at Claremont McKenna majoring in International
Relations and Economics. I’ve lived in Jakarta, Indonesia for 18 years. During my free time, you
can probably find me curled up with a good book, playing Catan with my friends, or at a MUN
conference! Geopolitical developments in the Arctic are at a nascent stage, but the future looks
both exciting and scary for this pristine region. The topics we will be discussing,
commercialization of Arctic shipping routes and increasing Arctic resource extraction, are no
longer future possibilities, but an inevitable reality the Arctic council will have to deal with. The
“Cold Rush” is on and nations are scrambling to all grab a piece of the Arctic pie. With so much
up in the air and at stake, I am excited to see the creative solutions we come up with as a
committee! Come ready and prepared to challenge yourself, learn more about global issues,
make new friends - and most importantly - have lots of fun! If you have any questions or
concerns, please reach out. I’m excited to meet all of you and hear your ideas during the
committee.
Kelsey Clarke
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HISTORY OF THE COMMITTEE

What is the Arctic Council?
The Arctic Council is the leading intergovernmental forum for addressing issues related to the
Arctic Region.1 It was established in 1996 by the Ottawa Declaration after the Arctic countries
signed the Arctic Environmental Protection Strategy (AEPS) in 1991.2 The Council’s aim is to
promote “cooperation, coordination and interaction” among the Arctic states, Arctic indigenous
communities, and relevant actors.3 In particular, the council has focused predominantly on issues
of sustainable development and environmental protection in the Arctic.4 Beyond being a forum
for diplomacy, the Arctic Council has also conducted research on climate change, Arctic
shipping, and natural resources such as oil and gas.5 The Arctic Council established a permanent
secretariat to increase administrative capacity and institutionalize the work and activities of the
Arctic Council.6 The Arctic Council secretariat became formally operational in Tromso, Norway
in 2013.7 It should be kept in mind that the mandate of the Arctic Council, as expressed by the
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Ottawa Declaration, does not include military security issues.8 Moreover, the Arctic Council
does not have a programming budget. As such, all projects and initiatives are sponsored by one
or more Arctic states or receive external funding and support.9

Membership of the Arctic Council
A prerequisite for being a member of the council is that a state must have territory in the
Arctic.10 As such, there are currently eight Arctic Council members: Canada, Denmark, Finland,
Iceland, Norway, Russia, and the United States.11 The Chairmanship of the Arctic Council
rotates every two years between member states.12 Finland currently has chairmanship of the
council (2017-2019.)13 The United States previously held chairmanship from 2015-2017.14
Iceland will assume the Chairmanship from 2019 to 2021.15 In addition to these members, six
organizations that represent the indigenous people of the Arctic also maintain Permanent
Participant status.16 These six organizations are the Aleut International Association, the Arctic
Athabaskan Council, Gwich’in Council International, the Inuit Circumpolar Council, Russian
Association of Indigenous Peoples of the North, and the Saami Council.17 The decisions of the
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Arctic Council are adopted by consensus among the eight Arctic states and necessities the active
engagement and full consultation of the six Permanent Participants.18 The Arctic Council is also
open to non-Arctic states and non-governmental organizations (NGOs).19 Known as Arctic
Council Observers, these states and NGOs can only contribute through being involved in
Working Groups.20 The Arctic Council hosts Senior Arctic Official meetings every six months
and Ministerial meetings every two years.21 The last Ministerial meeting took place on 6-7 May
2019 in Rovaniemi, Finland.22

Working Groups
The Arctic Council is composed of permanent Working Groups and temporary issue-specific
Task Forces or Expert Groups.23 The Arctic Council produces recommendations and resolutions
as a result of the analysis and findings of its six Working Groups.24 These six Working Groups
are:
1. The Arctic Contaminants Action Program (ACAP)25
2. The Arctic Monitoring and Assessment Programme (AMAP)26
18
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3. The Conservation of Arctic Flora and Fauna Working Group (CAFF)27
4. The Emergency Prevention, Preparedness, and Response Working Group (EPPR)28
5. The Protection of the Arctic Marine Environment Working Group (PAME)29
6. The Sustainable Development Working Group (SDWG)30
The Task Forces that are currently operating during the Chairmanship of Finland are the Task
Force on Arctic Marine Cooperation (TFAMC), and the Task Force on Improved Connectivity in
the Arctic (TFICA).31

Past Agreements
There are three important legally binding agreements passed by the Arctic Council.
1. Signed in Nuuk, Greenland during the 2011 Ministerial Meeting, the Arctic Search and
Rescue Agreement (formally known as the Agreement on Cooperation on Aeronautical
and Maritime Search and Rescue in the Arctic) was the first binding agreement ratified
by the Arctic Council.32 The Treaty coordinates international search and rescue (SAR)
operations in the Arctic regions by establishing the area of SAR coverage and
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responsibility of each member state.33 Due to conflicting territorial claims, The SAR
regions are distinct from territorial boundaries and do not correspond or reflect sovereign
rights or jurisdiction.34
2. The Agreement on Cooperation on Marine Oil Pollution Preparedness and Response in
the Arctic was signed in Kiruna, Sweden during the 2013 Ministerial Meeting.35
3. The most recent binding agreement, the Agreement on Enhancing International Arctic
Scientific Cooperation was signed in Alaska, USA in 2017.36 The agreement facilitates
access to research areas, supports transparency and cooperation of scientific data in the
Arctic, promotes education and opportunities for “early career scientists,” and many other
initiatives that enhance scientific cooperation in the Arctic.37

Topic I: Commercial Shipping Routes through the Arctic
Region
INTRODUCTION
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Due to investments in ports and icebreaker fleets by Arctic countries, Arctic shipping has risen
continuously since the 1980’s.38 While Arctic shipping is still largely between Arctic ports,
climate change has led to
increased interest in the
possibility of using the Arctic
Ocean as a shortcut between
Pacific and Atlantic ports.39 As
ice continues to melt in the
Arctic, expectations have risen
for a commercially feasible
Arctic shipping route.40 An
Arctic route has the potential to cut down shipping time between Asia and the West by 10-20
days.41 The Northern Sea Route is estimated to be around 40% faster than the same journey
using the Suez Canal route.42 This has the potential to reduce fuel costs by hundreds of thousands
of dollars, and could also potentially cut carbon dioxide emissions by 52%.43
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Key Concepts
Shipping Routes
The four major shipping routes in the Arctic are the Arctic Bridge, the Northwest Passage, the
Northeast Passage (also known as the Northern Sea
Route), and the Transpolar Sea Route.44 The Northern
Sea Route, which runs along Russia’s Siberian Arctic
coast, is the shipping route that has the highest potential
for commercial shipping due to its likelihood to
completely melt first.45 While the Northern Sea Route
runs through Russian-claimed internal waters, the
Northwest Passage runs through Canadian-claimed internal waters, which is defined as extending
from Baffin Bay to the Beaufort Sea.46
HISTORY
Investigation for a navigable Northwest Passage and possible shipping routes in the Arctic
started as early as 1497 by British and Dutch explorers.47 The aim was to find a more direct route
to the East to maximize the lucrative trade prospects Spain and Portugal monopolized due to
their control of the Cape of Good Hope route.48 Despite these high hopes, the search was a
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fruitless endeavor as it was not until 1906 that a vessel successfully completed the Northwest
Passage.49 In contrast, shipping along the Northeast Passage, has been used by the Russians for
five centuries. 50

Existing International Frameworks
1. United Nations Convention on the Law of the Sea (UNCLOS)
As oceans started to generate sovereignty disputes and nations began making claims to ocean
resources, the need for a comprehensive regime emerged. To discuss this issue, the United
Nations General Assembly convened three different times for conferences on the Law of the Sea
from 1956 to 1982.51 The most important result of these conferences was the adoption of the
United Nations Convention on the Law of the Sea (UNCLOS) in December 1982.52 UNCLOS
Not only does UNCLOS define the right and responsibilities of nations in their use of the world’s
oceans, it also establishes guidelines for marine business and commercial activity, the
environment, and the preservation of marine natural resources.53 UNCLOS represented an
unprecedented global attempt to regulate the resources and uses of the marine realm and remains
one of the most comprehensive international agreements on appropriate marine behavior.
2. International Maritime Organization (IMO)
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The International Maritime Organization (IMO) was established in 1958 as the United Nations
Agency responsible for the safety and security of maritime shipping and the prevention of
pollution by ships.54 In 2014, the IMO passed the International Code for Ships Operating in Polar
Waters, or more commonly known as the Polar Code, which specifically outlines regulations for
shipping in the Arctic.55 Its aim is to protect the polar environment and safeguard the lives of
people who live and work in the Arctic.56 In particular, the Polar Code created mandatory
standards for design and construction, equipment, operational training, and environmental
protection that all ships operating in Arctic waters must comply with.57 The Polar Code entered
into force on January 1, 2017, and has been praised for going above and beyond existing IMO
conventions such as MARPOL and SOLAS.58 However, many critics believe that the Polar Code
is still insufficient at properly protecting the Arctic from the inevitable anticipated increased
levels of shipping activity.59 Firstly, the code fails to address the need to phase out the use of
heavy fuel oil (HFO), which has been attributed as the biggest risk posed by maritime shipping.60
Secondly, while the code contains regulations that ships may only enter ice that corresponds to
the appropriate capability of their ship to resist ice pressure, concerns still remain that non-ice
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strengthened ships will continue to operate in these waters.61 Finally, the code fails to consider
the livelihood and protection of several marine animals such as seabirds.62

ISSUE
1. Environmental & Safety Risks
The possibility of increased ice-free Arctic shipping lanes does not only create a formidable
geopolitical issue between states, but also poses several

environmental and security risks for the pristine Arctic environment. Firstly, the rise in ship
traffic will increase pollution in the region and has the potential of increased oil spills.63
Increased shipping and traffic through these Arctic shipping routes also leaves the potential for
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military threats as terrorists could begin to infiltrate North America through this new poorly
monitored Arctic “back door.” 64
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military build-up and arms race in the Arctic. Since 2007, Russia has resumed Russian bomber
flights over the Arctic and has also sent two army brigades up North.
Russia also planted a titanium Russian flag in the seabed under the North Pole as a symbolic bid
for control and influence in the Arctic region.65 This symbolic act had a significant impact on
other Arctic stakeholders and is seen
by many as the starting signal and de
facto beginning to the Arctic resource
race.66 “This isn’t the 15th century,”
Canada’s foreign minister says in
response to the Russian “flag planting”
episode. “You can’t go around the
world and just plant flags and say,
“We’re claiming this territory.””67 As Arctic nations vy for military dominance and seek to
protect the coastlines of the increasingly vulnerable region, military exercises have become more
frequent, and both the US and Russia have even begun reopening Cold War-era military bases.
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KEY ACTORS
1. China
In 2018, China unveiled its plans to extend its Belt and Road Initiative (BRI) to the Arctic. 68 The
initiative, commonly referred to as the Polar Silk Road, seeks to find new sources of energy and
a faster shipping route through the Arctic.69 At the end of 2018, China also launched their first
polar research vessel and icebreaker “Snow Dragon” in an effort to boost Beijing’s polar
research and expedition capabilities in the Arctic.70 The vessel began operations in 2019.71
2. The United States of America
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Secretary of State Mike Pompeo’s description of the Arctic region as “an arena for power and
competition” in a speech in Finland in May highlights the US’s evolving national policy in the
Arctic.72
3. Russia
Russia has announced plans to connect its Northern Sea Route with China’s Maritime Silk Road
to develop a shipping channel from Asia to northern Europe.73 In the Northern Sea Route,
Moscow has unlawfully demanded that other nations request permission to pass, required foreign
ships to allow Russian maritime pilots aboard for supervision, and has threatened military force
on any nation or ship that refuses to comply with their demands.74 Russia has nearly 40 heavy
icebreaker ships in service, compared to the US’s five.75 Russia also fields a far larger fleet of
light and medium icebreakers than any other nation.76 Russia’s fleet of icebreakers are also
younger than American ships.77

4. Canada
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In an attempt to lay symbolic claim to the Northwest Passage, the Canadian House of Commons
voted in favor of a controversial resolution that renamed the “Northwest Passage” to the
“Canadian Northwest Passage” in December 2009.78
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Topic II: Natural Resources in the Arctic Region

INTRODUCTION
The Arctic contains 13% of the world’s undiscovered oil, 30% of its undiscovered gas, and
millions of square miles of natural resources such as uranium, gold, and diamonds.79 It is
believed that more than $35 trillion worth of natural resources and a quarter of the world’s
untapped fossil fuel resources are hidden beneath the glacial ice and permafrost.80 While
resource extraction in the Arctic is still in its nascent phase, it is expected to increase rapidly as
new discoveries are made, traditional sources global sources of energy are depleted, and climate
change decreases the geological difficulties that once rendered resource extraction in this region
impossible or unprofitable.81 As the ice recedes, corporations and countries alike are advancing
to secure their share of the resources. As such, infrastructure such as seaport facilities, mining
operations, oil and gas pipelines, ports, and railways are being developed in the region at an
accelerating pace.82 Currently, there are approximately 900 planned and in-progress projects in
the Arctic region, an ambitious feat that requires a total of $1 trillion in investment.83
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Key Concepts
Exclusive Economic Zones
Disputes between states over sea territory have resulted in a series of international conventions
that define how far the sovereignty of a state’s coastal waters extend and specify the conditions
under which countries may use foreign waters to develop economic and scientific activities.84
The most important of these international conventions is the United Nations Conference on the
Law of the Sea (UNCLOS) that was ratified in 1956.85 The only Arctic state that has not signed
and ratified the Convention is the United States.86 An understanding of UNCLOS is imperative
as all eight Arctic states also have exclusive economic zones (EEZ) within the Arctic as outlined
by UNCLOS.87 This resolution affirms that a state has special rights over the water that stretches
up to 200 nautical miles from its coast.88 However, it should be noted that the difference between
a territorial sea and EEZ is that the former gives a state full sovereignty over the waters, whereas
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the latter only gives a state rights below the surface of the water but the water is still referred to
as international.89

Historical Timeline of Notable Events
1. February 20, 1907:
Canadian Senator
Pascal Poirier
makes the first
claim to national
sovereignty over
Arctic territory.
The senate
dismisses his
resolution on the grounds that there is no advantage in claiming the barren area.90
2. April 6, 1909: American explorer Robert Peary is the first person to set foot on the North
Pole. He formally claims the region in the name of the President of the United States of
America.91
3. November 1916: Norwegian company Store Norske begins mining cole in the Arctic.92
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4. June 1, 1925: In an attempt to claim de facto sovereignty over its sector of the Arctic
region, Canada amends its Northwest Territories Act to require all foreign scientists and
explorers in the Arctic to obtain government permits. The Soviet Union follows Canada’s
example and decides to claim the region between its borders and the North Pole one year
later.93
5. September 28, 1945: US President Harry Truman issued a proclamation claiming
jurisdiction of all the natural resources in the US’s Arctic continental shelf. This action
was a precursor to the eventual Convention on the Continental Shelf that states that
nations have sovereign rights over continental shelf resources up to a depth of 200
meters.94
6. April 29, 1958: A UN conference codifies Truman’s notion into international law by
ratifying the Convention on the Continental Shelf.95 The treaty was ratified by every
Arctic nation except Iceland.96
7. December 10, 1982: The United Nations signed the Convention on the Law of the Sea,
which grants Arctic states a 200-nautical-mile “exclusive economic zone” and also
allows nations to claim territory beyond that limit if they can prove that the seabed is a
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geological extension of their continental shelf.97 The treaty was ratified by every Arctic
nation except the United States.98
8. August 2, 2007: Russia plants a titanium Russian flag on the seabed of the North Pole to
represent a symbolic claim to the Arctic region.99
9. August 7-17, 2007: The Canadian armed forces conduct Operation Nanook, their first
annual military exercise in the Arctic.100
10. May 10, 2013: US President Barack Obama publishes the National Strategy for the Arctic
Region which outlines American security interests in the Arctic.101
ISSUE
2. Environmental Concerns
As Arctic resource extraction increases, oil spills and irreparable environmental damage is
becoming an increasingly viable reality. Non-governmental organizations such as Greenpeace
have expressed concerns that the drilling industry is incapable of cleaning up a major Arctic oil
spill.102 These concerns are echoed by scientists who have consistently pointed out the Arctic
does not have enough infrastructure to appropriately manage environmental disasters that result
from resource extraction and the nearest response stations are thousands of miles away from
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Arctic drilling sites.103 Moreover, challenging operating conditions, precarious weather, and
fragile Arctic ice increase the likelihood of an oil spill.104 In the event of an oil spill, the US
geological survey believes that it will be impossible to contain or clean up oil trapped underneath
large bodies of ice, and approximates
that only 1-20% of oil could be
recovered.105 Despite these
environmental risks, critics believe that
the vested interests of Arctic nations in
the fossil fuel industry has prevented the
Arctic council from taking substantial
measures to safeguard the Arctic from environmental

Greenpeace activists demanding an end to Arctic
drilling in the Barent Sea

harm.106 While international law provides a detailed framework regulating oil spills that occur
from Arctic shipping, it is both vague and lenient in regards to spills from drilling projects.

KEY ACTORS
1. Russia
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Of all the Arctic states, Russia has the greatest interest and the most to gain in the Arctic.107
More than half of all Arctic coastline belongs to Russia and the Russian North accounts for 20%
of Russia's gross domestic product (GDP) and 22% of all Russian exports.108 Arctic resources are
a matter of strategic importance for Russia because they play a crucial role in determining
Russia’s political and economic power on the global stage.109 As such, it is no surprise that the
country has long sought both economic and military dominance in the region. The official
Russian Arctic strategy, The Foundations of the Russian Federation’s State Policy in the Arctic
until 2020 and Beyond emphasizes the importance of the Russian Arctic as a resource base to
catalyze and finance socio-economic development.110 According to the US Geological Survey
(USGS), Russia’s Arctic oil and gas potential amounts to approximately 216 billion barrels of
oil, and accounts for 52% of the estimated total hydrocarbon reserves in the Arctic.111 Russia is
at the forefront of Arctic infrastructure development, and has invested upwards of $300 billion in
proposed, in-progress, and completed projects.112 One-tenth of all Russia’s economic
investments are currently in the Arctic region.113 Russia’s goal is to have offshore Arctic oil
account for 20-30% of Russian production by 2050.114 The Arctic’s outstanding importance to
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Russia should be understood not only from an economic and strategic standpoint, but also from
an ideological one. Russia is interested in the potential of the Arctic for resource exploitation
because it represents Russia’s greatest chance to restore Russia’s political standing
internationally and increase its power and prestige on the world stage. Russia seeks to become an
“energy superpower” and believes that the Arctic will play a pivotal role in its return to greatpower status. Moreover, Russia’s fixation on being hegemon of the Arctic is largely symbolic
and a natural byproduct of the nation’s long cultural history with the North.115 For example, the
Soviets were the first to land an aircraft on the North Pole in 1937.116 The memory of these grand
successes and expeditions has served to tie Russian national identity with the Arctic and
consolidated the Russian belief that the Arctic is first and foremost a Russian preserve.117 As
such, many Russian Arctic policies are largely shaped by emotional and symbolic factors.118
Because Russia’s desire to gain dominance in the Arctic is rooted in a cultural narrative that
transcends mere economic considerations, all long-lasting and effective resolutions to this issue
must seek to understand and incorporate the cultural and historical complexities that underlie the
Arctic.
2. United States of America
According to the US Geological Survey, the USA has the second highest estimated Arctic oil and
gas potential with 20% of the total.119 The US views Arctic oil reserves in Alaska as a crucial
115
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untapped resource that would allow the US to become more self-reliant as approximately 49% of
US petroleum is currently imported.120 The Prudhoe Bay oil field in Alaska is the highestyielding oil field in the USA, and Alaska is the second biggest producer of petroleum after
Texas.121 In January 2018, the Trump administration has announced its intention to expand
offshore drilling along the north shore of Alaska.122 In 2008, Shell spent $2.1 billion for
exploration rights in the Chukchi Sea off Alaska’s coast.123 The US’s desire to decrease its
dependence on petroleum imports has become an increasingly important priority on the national
agenda given the current political turmoil in OPEC countries, as well as recent geopolitical
tension with nations that make up a majority of US petroleum imports. Saudi Arabia, Venezuela,
Iraq, and Russia are all in the top 5 countries that export the most oil to the US.124 The US is
also under pressure to reduce dependencies on petroleum imports and increase domestic
production as the Obama administration set a target of reducing foreign oil imports by a third by
2025.125 While exploiting untapped Alaskan resources is seen as a viable option to reduce oil
dependencies, it is currently not of utmost national priority for the US. Unlike other Arctic
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stakeholders, the Arctic ranks rather low on the US national agenda and is not regarded as a vital
geopolitical realm.126
3. Canada
According to the US geological survey, Canada has an estimated total of 22 billion barrels of oil
and gas reserves in the Arctic.127 This accounts for 5% of total oil and gas reserves, which is one
of the lowest amounts among the Arctic stakeholders (This is because Canada’s main gas and oil
reserves are actually outside of the Arctic region).128 It should be noted, however, that there is
limited knowledge and data about potential resources in the Canadian North. For example, it is
theorized that the Amerasia Basin, shared by Canada and the USA, holds the second biggest
undiscovered oil share in the Arctic.129 Canada views the Arctic as an issue of critical importance
on it’s national agenda, and the “Canadian North” has been a central matter in many government
policies.130 In 2009, Canada published its Northern Strategy and Statement on Canada’s Arctic
Foreign Policy: Exercising Sovereignty and Promoting Canada 's Northern Strategy Abroad
which introduced the overall aim of Canada's Arctic strategy. In essence, Canada seeks to realize
the “enormous economic potential of the North” and “exert effective leadership both at home and
abroad in order to prosperous and stable region responsive to Canadian interests and values.”131
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The three main issues which Canada identifies are Arctic sovereignty, social and economic
development in the Canadian North, and environmental protection in the Arctic.132
4. Norway
Norway’s share of Arctic gas and oil reserves is estimated to be 11%, placing Norway as the
third biggest beneficiary of Arctic gas and oil after the USA and Russia.133 Norway considers the
Arctic an issue of central importance as industries such as minerals, petroleum, and fisheries
contribute a significant portion to the Norwegian economy.134 Norway’s petroleum industry is its
largest industry, amounting to 21% of its total GDP.135 As such, Norway has a huge stake in
ensuring continued extraction of Arctic resources. However, according to the Norwegian
Petroleum Directorate, it is estimated that approximately 43% of discovered Norwegian
petroleum resources have already been extracted. Norway’s depleting resources and reliance on
its petroleum exports has led the nation to invest heavily in finding new undiscovered locations
of oil and gas reserves.136 In 2006, the government released the High North Strategy and
followed it up with New Building Blocks in the North in 2009. The two documents outline
Norway’s Arctic policy, stating that Norway seeks to “take advantage of the opportunities in the
High North” and wishes to continue its “tradition of responsible management of resources.”137
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Norway is currently the only nation that has successfully settled an agreement with the UN on
extending the limits of its continental shelf.138
5. China
While China is not an Arctic nation, the government has recognized the potential of economic
growth in the Arctic and has been an observer member of the council since 2013.139 Between
2012 and 2017, China invested nearly $90 billion in the Arctic.140 One notable example would be
Russia’s Yamal liquified natural gas (LNG) project, which is expected to supply China with four
million tonnes of LNG annually.141 In 2018, China published its first Arctic policy white paper,
China’s Arctic Policy, which states that China would like to invest in the development of oil, fas,
mineral resources, non-fossil energies, fishing, and tourism in the Arctic.142 It also affirms that
China is committed to “respecting traditions and cultures of Arctic residents including the
indigenous peoples and conserving natural environment.”143

LOOKING AHEAD
The evolving landscape of the Arctic, both physically and geopolitically, necessitates new
innovative policies, international laws, and global frameworks that facilitate cooperation and
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responsible behavior in the region. Moreover, the renewed interest in the Arctic as an avenue for
maritime transport and resource extraction is not merely fueled by climate change, but also
geopolitical and economic factors. As such, delegates should look beyond the environmental
changes in the Arctic to understand how underlying economic and geopolitical changes in the
global political landscape also exacerbate the issue.

Questions to consider
1. What are the environmental implications and consequences of a commercial Arctic
shipping route and increased Arctic resource extraction?
2. What are the cultural implications and consequences of a commercial Arctic shipping
route and increased Arctic resource extraction?
3. How should these new Arctic shipping routes and drilling projects be regulated? Should
international regulation play a role in the mediation of this issue?
4. Are existing legal frameworks and international agreements sufficient to deal with the
opening of these new Arctic shipping routes and their potential consequences? If not,
how should these international laws and agreements be updated or replaced?
5. How do underlying economic and geopolitical considerations influence your country’s
position and behavior?
6. How do cultural narratives play a role in shaping a nation’s Arctic policy? What are the
cultural and historical complexities that underlie Arctic territorial disputes?
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7. Are disagreements between countries in the Arctic intertwined and influenced by broader
geopolitical conflicts?
8. As the accessibility of the Arctic continues to increase due to climate change, how can
future conflicts be prevented?
9. Is it possible to find a compromise between maximizing the commercial interests of
countries and reducing the environmental risks exacerbated by climate change and
increasing resource extraction? If so, how can the Arctic Council balance these
conflicting interests? If not, which should be prioritized?
10. What are the different perspectives on this issue? What is your country’s perspective on
the issue?
11. What does your country or organization hope to achieve through the Arctic Council?
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